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Smart 3 – Adjusting the font size in the sentence bar  

The font size in the sentence bar can be adjusted to suit your needs on the Smart 3. This can 

be completed either directly on the device or on a computer with Mind Express 4 installed. 

These instructions refer to completing the task on the Smart 3.  

In Mind Express 4 and on the Smart 3 the sentence bar is referred to as the message box or 

letter box. 

 

 

Select EditEdit Mode on the toolbar. 

 

 

Double tap on the sentence bar and the following dialogue 

box will appear. 

 

 

 

 

Select the …  icon 

and then select 

FONT. 
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Here you can select the text size that you would like in the 

sentence bar or if that is not the appropriate size you can 

enter your own size. 

 

Select OK and OK again. 

 

 

NB: The font size is relative to the size of the symbols (if shown) and also the number of 

lines of text that are shown.  

 

On this page you can alter the number of lines of text 

that are shown in the sentence bar. 

 

 

 

 

 

Select FileSave from the toolbar to save your changes. 

Select EditMouse to exit editing mode.  

NB: To use the onscreen keyboard select the keyboard icon in the bottom right corner of 

the Smart 3. After the keyboard appears, tap inside the text box where you would like to 

type. 
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